Shrinking Employees Turnover Intention by applying Tools of Job Embeddedness (Used as a Mediator)
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Abstract: The current research study examined the association among the HRM practices through job embeddedness (as a mediator) and employee turnover intentions. In this study, the researchers used new construct i.e. job embeddedness to explore its mediating impact on the relationship between employee turnover intentions and HRM practices such as training, compensation, career planning, performance appraisal and supervisor support. Job embeddedness was studied in terms of fit, links, and sacrifice organization. Job embeddedness plays a crucial role to reduce turnover. If organization applies these HRM practices in true letter and spirit, then their employees will be more satisfied, committed, and loyal to that organization. If employees are more embedded to the organization in a positive manner, so that employees are more committed, satisfied and impacts their performance.
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1. Introduction

The effectiveness talent management mechanism's arrangement is vital for any organization. The organization always depends upon on the human capital for smooth operation and execution. According to Pfeffer (1994) stated that the developing of human capital is competitive advantages for firms' values. Talented employees’ retention is critical task for any organization. Many organizations' are busy to find the right talent, after recruitment & selection and the second phase to retain the high caliber employees by reducing the turnover ratio of the organization. To retain the efficient and effective employees are most important task for the organization and use the retention strategies of their competitors. Most of research studies show that turnover intentions are associated with service climate, reaction to the job and decide to stay or quit from the job. Not only financial cost associated with turnover, some other costs that are not visible to management, it may also disturb the social networks and decrease satisfaction, motivation, loyalty and commitment in the remaining employees of the organization (Mobley, 1982; Staw, 1980). This is important question for the researchers and HR practitioners that, “Why does an employee quit from the organization?” and “Why does they stay there?” Apart from that, these questions are different from each other, over the years; partial answers to these questions have been developed by researchers (Mitchell et al., 2001). In general thinking the people who are more satisfied with their jobs, motivated, punctual, and loyal to the institution/organizations otherwise quit if not satisfied. However, many of research studies show that work like behavior and attitude can play very small level role in the individuals’ quitting and retention (Griffeth, Hom & Gaertner, 2000; Hom & Griffeth, 1995). Maertz & Campion (1998) have studied and contributed that apart from Job motivation, job gratification, organizational loyalty are factors that are essential for knowing turnover. Besides financial factors, many non-financial and non-attitudinal factors will keep retain individual in workplace due to social networks and bound with organizational environment (Mitchell et al., 2001). A new approach added to this study for decreasing the turnover is the employing tool of Job embeddedness. In the latest research on socialization (Cable & Judge, 1996; Cable & Parsons, 1999) proposed that work and organization fitness may be greatly related to socialization systems. Researchers studied and contributed that preciseness might be restrained the relation between embeddedness and turnover (Barrick & Mount, 1996; Chan, 1996). Mitchell et al. (2001) has constructed and developed the new concept of job embeddedness. As per the new concept of job, involvement (embeddedness) is applied to investigate what factors cause to retain employees and keeps them bound/embedded with organization.
are located in the era where businesses are increasing day by day. Therefore, the turnover is one of the serious and considerable issues in Pakistani setting; in this study, we are applying a concept of embeddedness to retain the talented employees. Job embeddedness is used as mediator in the ongoing research, to mediate the association between human resource management process and worker’s turnover intentions.

2. Research background and Hypothesis

Most of experimental and conceptual research papers are depended on March and Simon's (1958) research works. Job related behavior, attitude, and perceived desirability of movement coerce employee to seek a new job. Employee turnover has been explained and predicated by the psychological school. Further added that the departure of employees have been used (absenteeism, organizational attachment and social network), wherever departure of employees are anticipated to regularly guide to turnover by taking steps. To explain the reasons of turnover intentions of employees depend upon individual-level factors, like personal preference, attachment and involvement and organizational-level factors, like HRM systems (Deutsch, Langton, and Aldrich, 2000). Individual-level factors means that people are different from each other in many ways, therefore investigating the method which is used by job holder to choose other potential employment opportunity (Deutsch et al., 2000; Lee & Mitchell, 1994). (Brayfield & Crockett, 1955; Mobley et al., 1979; Price, 1977; Vroom, 1964) have studied and contributed that peoples are quitting from one job to other to get their desired level of job satisfaction. Most of researchers and HR practitioners contributed that the employment association is basic fluctuations that have effects on satisfaction, retention, and attraction of brilliant workers (Horwitz, Hing & Quazi, 2003; Roehling, Cavanaugh, Moyhian & Boswell, 2000; Turnley and Feldsman, 2000). The rapid changing in economy of the world, due to progression towards the international markets, globalization, international competitors; organizations are required to be elastic and should enhance their output level. It will enhance the job insecurity of the workers at every stage of the institutions (King, 2000). It important task for the HR manager to appeal and keep the talented employees, who have abilities/capabilities that are very crucial for the organization existence (Horwitz et al., 20003; Mitchell, Holton & Lee, 2001; Steel, Griffeth & hom, 2002). To retain the talented employee of the organization has become very important concept to scrutinize the set of HRM system used by organization in order to minimize the turnover ratio (Mitchell et al., 2001; Steel et al., 2002).

The individuals based relationships and links with other people or activities is the name of job embeddedness, in other words, their job and community are linked with their life, so these links and relationships can be broken when any employee quit from a job (Mitchell et al., 2001). Embeddedness means that how much economic affairs are disturbed by social networks (Granovetter, 1985). Mitchell et al. (2001) have further discussed the term job embeddedness and develop some points that the individual as a part of social network of relationships and connections. The individual's life is the association of many social webs, in which individual are connected with each other. In this study, we will focus on individual-level factors, by examining the turnover intentions through applying a tool of job embeddedness on workers who wants to job somewhere else. Job embeddedness is latest concept, which is developed by Mitchell et al. (2001). Mitchell further added that influence the worker's decision whether to remain or quit from the present job and other words; a social network or web in which an employee becomes bound. The concept of job embeddedness has been evolved from Lewin's (1951) and from the embedded figures and field theories (Witkin et al., 1977). The peoples are linked through many connections, relationship within their backgrounds and environment by embedded figures (Mitchell et al., 2001). Following are the important characteristics of job embeddedness:

- Degree in which job and society are similar;
- Links with people, team and community
- The person would sacrifice if he/she changing jobs.

The above parts are very important within organization (on the job) and outside the organization (community). In this paper job, embeddedness is used to mediate the relationships between organizations (on the job) and community level (off the job) aspects and to retain the talented workers. It shows that there are many other reasons why employee continues the present job. Therefore, the effect of on the newly developed concept in the existence of employee level factors would lead to separation, the awareness in the
organization regarding HRM practices has not been judged. Allen, Shore, and Griffeth, (2003) have studied and contributed that human resources practices are the positive signal for employees’ development and negative signal for employees’ turnover. Number of variable have been developed and construct which have impact on employee turnover intentions. In this study, we will discuss the HR practices such as reward/compensation, training, supervisor support, and career planning and performance appraisal through using job embeddedness as a mediator, to explore the turnover intention.

**Training:** Training is the one of most impartment element of human resource practices. Through training we can easily improving, enhancing and modifying employees, knowledge, abilities, competency level and prepare for the existing and upcoming/job assignment to resolve the problems in efficient manner. Training is also play important role in employee retention as well as organizational growth and performance. According to the Commonwealth Fund, (1993) argued that Training is considering one of the important factors of retention and enhancing the opportunity of training is crucial task for retaining employees. To get better performance from the employees in the organizations they are trained. Training is categories in two ways; one is explicit and other is common training (Filipe & Karen, 2004). Training is considering an important factor of employee retention and the accessibility of training is significant for retaining mature employees (Marjorie & Andrew, 2003). Jacqui, (2004) concentrated on the employees training concerning communication abilities. According to Shaw et al. (1998) argued that an important role is played by training in the maintenance and development of organizational commitment. The above HR practice can increase the attachment of employee with organization and enhance retention. Job embeddedness concept is used as mediator, where training should enhance the fit between the employee and job, therefore it also showed that a sacrifice must be related to experience if employee decide to leave job (Mitchell et al., 2001). Therefore the training cannot positively relate with turnover intentions.

**Compensation:** Compensation is the process of both direct and indirect compensation is to increase employee commitment, loyal, satisfaction, and association to the institution/organization (Appelbaum, Berg, and Kalleberg, 2000; Arthur, 1994). Most of research studies shows that the negative association between high packages or pay satisfaction and employee separation (Leonard, 1987; Powell, Montgomery, and Cosgrove, 1994; Shaw et al., 1998). According to (Trevor, Barry, and Boudreau, 1997) stated that smart salary packages has considerably decrease turnover for better employees performance. If organization can fair performance evaluation system, then high performing employees who were well compensated and rewarded (performance base pay) on the basis of performance were less probably to leave the job as well as to those who are lower performer (Park., Ofori-Dankwa, and Bishop, 1994; Williams & Livingstone, 1994). It shows that organization may improve their employee retention by increasing their career planning opportunity.

**Performance Appraisal:** Performance appraisal is a method in organizations to facilitate mounting people by way of generating greater responsiveness of what they do and how they do. A huge amount of study has been conducted on supervisory rating of employee job performance, with much of this research focusing on factors that bias performance rating (Murphy & Cleveland, 1991). Accountability theory provides a theoretical framework for understanding effect of self appraisal on supervisory performance evolutions. The basic premise of accountability theory is that in order to maintain self-esteem, people seek approval from others to home they feel accountable (Tetlock, 1985).

**Supervisory Support:** According to the public support, supervisory support has worked in two ways. Firstly, it has a straight effect, with the accomplishment of individual requirements and the encouragement of fitness and joy, which clearly reduce the unenthusiastic pressure of job force. Next, it has a buffering consequences, sense that public help could contribute an intervening part to relieve work stress. The effect of work force, public support ultimately generates an optimistic result on physical and psychological fitness and in general life change (House, 1981). As related to problem-solving at workplace setting, support from colleague, partners and family is less helpful than supervisor suggestion and supervisor support plays a vital role to motivate subordinates. Social acknowledgment from managers, for instance, respects and support, can assist to relieve work-family conflicts (Argyle & Furnham, 1983). Beehr (1985) also good supervisions, assist, and sustain. Many studies reveals that a supervisory support can enhance a worker’s job achievement,
commitment, satisfaction, performance, and loyalty through concerning to the worker’s work-family clashes (Carlson & Perrewé, 1999; Schmelz & Ramsey, 1997).

**Career Planning:** Career planning play important role in career management. The information required for the assessments of employees performance, succession plans, career development programs, career counseling, mentoring, career development, and management training. For example, if organizations provide clear information to employees about career growth then employees will be more motivated and satisfied from the present job. According to Ladkin and Riley, (1999, p. 226) explained that the career planning and development of individual as well as organization can influenced by a number of factors. McMahon & Patton, (1995 p. 16) studied and contributed that an employee career planning is affected by a number of diverse and complex factors, like age, gender, education, societal and environment etc. Arthur, Hall, and Lawrence, (1989, p. 9) argued and described that the term career “the developing series of a individual’s job experiences over time,” and becomes a conventional explanation of career nowadays (Dries Dries, Pepermans, and Carlier, 2008; Khapova & Korotov, 2007). Job embeddedness (Used as a Mediator). Keeping in the view, the above aforementioned variables have negative influence on employee turnover intentions. So here we use job embeddedness as mediator to mediate this relationship. According to Holtom, Mitchell, and Lee, (2006) contributed that job embeddedness is new construct which impacts on the employees perception to continue the job or quit from the present job. Mitchell et el. (2001) have studied and contributed that the job embeddedness is divided in further three sub dimension which are, on the job (organization) aspects and off the job (community) aspects such as links, fit and scarifies. These three dimensions can also be expended on the bases of on the job and off the job into six facets such as links organization (relationship with coworkers), fit organization (fit with organization regarding skills and job demands), scarifies organization (organization sponsored and community based services activities) -On the job factors, links community (personal relationship), fit community (family relationship), and scarifies community (community commitment)-Off the job. In this study we focuses on the job factors of embeddedness, therefore, this study relate to organization (HRM practices) are explored and other side community based factors (off the job) are not relevant to this study. We know that an individual can becomes bound in a career in different manners connected to both organization ad communities. However here we discussed only on the job (organization) factors of job embeddedness.

**Fit Organizations:** Fit can be defined as “an employee feels easy and relaxed with in his job, organization, and environment” (Holtom et al., 2006). According to the concept of job attachment (embeddedness), an individual personal value, growth, career opportunity/advancement, and their plans for future growth should “fit” and related to the interest of business culture and the demands of his/her present job (employee skills, information, & competency level of employee etc). The concept of job embeddedness can be defined as organization can select a suitable candidate (the better the fit), probably the individual will consider personally as well as professionally attached to the institution/organization. If organization is failed to provide the perfect/fit environment to their employees and it will also increase the turnover intentions (Chatman, 1991). The personal characteristic of employees fit with a job may decrease turnover (Chan, 1996). Villanueva et al. (1994) also studied and argued that lack of job capability expected turnover. As a result, an individual suitable with job and institution affects his/her connection to the job and organizations.

**Links Organizations:** Holtom et al. (2006) argued that links are official or unofficial associations between individual and organization or other people. Links can be signal of connection that an individual connect with subordinates, managers, team member, friends, organization, family and physical environment, where he/she is working. As per the Mitchell et al. (2001) described that the huge number of connections and social network, the employee is socially attached to the work and organization. A number of research study shows that an individual is stay in the job due to pressure form the colleague and team member (Meartz et al., 1996; Prestholdt, Lane, and Mathews, 1987). According to Abelson, (1987) suggests that the links and social web and relationship of employee will increase the employee job duration and reduce the individual intention to work somewhere else.

**Sacrifice Organization:** Sacrifice means that when employee giving up by leaving the present job may be sacrifice perceived cost of substance and psychological benefits (Mitchell et al., 2001). When leaving some job
the following personal losses may occurred such as losing friends, colleagues, subordinates, supervisors, interesting projects and financial benefits etc. Shaw et al. (1998) studied and contributed that it is very difficult and tough job for employee to leave the organization or break services with the institution such as financial and non financial benefits such as reserve/stock or pension benefits as well as potential sacrifice to quit from the job or organization like opportunity for job safety and career growth. Similarly, those employees who stay in the organization or job, they will find various kinds of advantages like compensation, career growth, financial benefits, and other nonfinancial benefits as compared to those individuals who leave the job and giving up the above advantages. When an organizations can follow the HRM practices in true manner and spirit and also care about employee social networks, employees should be bound in the organizations, For example the higher investment on training, fair performance appraisal and evaluation procedure, higher the career growth/opportunity and higher compensation and reward system helps individual fit in their job and organization also. The better relationship between supervisor and subordinate may also help to fit in the job and organizations. The links, fit and sacrifice also contribute to increase employee job embeddedness. Keeping in view the literature, it means that human resource practices would have significant impact on an individual's job embeddedness.

From the above literature, we derived the following hypothesis

H1. Training and turnover are negatively correlated, which also mediated by job embeddedness.
H2. The association between compensation and turnover intention are negatively correlated, which also mediated by Job embeddedness.
H3. The negative association exists between supervisory support and turnover, which is mediated by job embeddedness.
H4. The association between performance appraisal and turnover intention are negatively correlated, which also mediated by job embeddedness.
H5. The association between career planning and turnover intention are negatively correlated, which also mediated by job embeddedness.

Theoretical Model

3. Discussion

The present research investigated and highlighted the issue of employee's turnover intentions. In this study, the concept of job embeddedness was used to explore and enlighten the connection between HRM practices and worker's turnover intention. According to Allen et al. (2003), concluded that little research work has been carried out to check how much HRM practices impact on employee turnover decision.
literature survey, concluded that overall all HRM practices are negatively associated with employee’s turnover decision, which is also mediated by job embeddedness. From the literature, it is also found that compensation is only factor, which is also influenced by job embeddedness in the connection to worker’s turnover intention. Consequently, if any employee thanking to quieting from the present job than the employees will also thanking about the material benefits which attached with current job that he/she has to sacrifice. It has also found from the literature, the supervisor support is also mediated by job embeddedness. Furthermore if employee enjoyed a good relationship with supervisor and other colleagues, if he/she is quieting from the present organization then he/she will lose all these (interpersonal, intrapersonal and respect etc). This suggests that the individual will must attached in their jobs when he/she receive more help and kind cooperation from the managers and colleagues. Career planning is negatively associated with turnover. If organization provides more career opportunity to their employees, this relationship is also mediated by job embeddedness. Therefore, if organization provides more opportunity to their employees for grooming, promoting and compensated well, the employees will be more motivated and embedded with the present job. Furthermore, performance appraisal is also negatively linked with employee’s turnover intentions. If employees are evaluated regularly and fair, evaluation has been carried out. Based on fair evaluation, the employees will compensated with both financial and nonfinancial rewards. It would be a sacrifice for individuals to quiet from the organization, which offers fair performance appraisal system. Therefore, an individual will be more attached/connected with his/her jobs and less likely to leave, if fair performance appraisal system exists.

Further move to training, training is not mediated/intervene by job embeddedness. Consequently, training is clearly linked to worker’s intention to quiet. If employees are provided training facility and become trained, then he thank about to quieting because more opportunities are available in the market for well-trained people. According to (Lynch, 1991) stated that training may provide opportunities to quiet their current jobs. Sometimes, training will retain best employees, because they knows that this kind of training facility is not available in other organization, if he/she will quiet from this job then he/she will sacrifice training facility. Previous research stated that training might help organizations to retain their employees (Hequet, 1993). The finding of the current study does not support the positive impact of training on retaining employees and does not support the concept that training helps attached (embedded) employees in their jobs. The previous research reveals that the training and employees turnover intentions are negatively linked with each other. This finding is exactly what we expected and is consistent with previous research (Allen et al., 2003; Hom & Griffeth, 1995; Bennett et al., 1993). The findings of the current study have several practical implications. The managers must be well aware from all the HRM practices and must used in fair way in their organization. The management staff needs have to be knowledge about only HRM systems may not directly affect employees’ turnover decision, some others practices create the links, fit and sacrifice that attached (embedded) employees in the current job and restrain them from quieting the present organization. Furthermore, based on the three factors of job embeddedness, managers must watched and used a variety of HRM process to create a strong association, links, fits and sacrifices (in term of financial and non financial) for employees who search and thank about to quiet from the present job/position or organization.

4. Conclusion

In fact, most of the organizations did not use the human resources practices and the new concept of job embeddedness in true letter and spirit, in order to retain the most competent employees of the organizations. Therefore, the proposed model suggest that HRM practices and job embeddedness can decrease the turnover and also increase the performance and satisfaction level of the employees which automatically decrease the financial burden of the organization that occurs on the recruitment and selection, training and development etc. The new concept of job embeddedness and HRM practices build a culture to make them embed into their jobs retain from quitting the organization.
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